Mössbauer spectroscopy was applied to investigate the structural and magnetic parameters of cubic phase in the MnSb system. The validity of the model of triangular magnetic structure in Mn3Sb has been conrmed.
Introduction
One of the methods to produce novel materials is high temperature and high pressure treatment.
In such a manner in the MnSb system the cubic modication of Mn 3 Sb could be produced [1, 2] . This compound has the L1 2 -type of crystal structure (Cu 3 Au) with the lattice parameter a = 0.400 nm. The Mn atoms occupy 
Results and discussion
The Mössbauer spectra of the green alloy as well as the cubic manganese antimonide are presented in (850) Fig. 2a,b Table) . In order to make sure that there is no phase with a hexagonal (NiAs) type of crystal structure in the cubic sample, we should compare the Mössbauer data for cubic Mn 2.98 Fe 0.02 Sb and hexagonal Mn 1+x Sb. It is known that the x value can be 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.22 [5] for the Mn 1+x Sb obtained by usual heterophase reaction and 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 [6] for the sample prepared under the high temperature and pressure treatment. The Mössbauer data for the samples with 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.22 were obtained earlier [7] . It has been shown that the hyperne magnetic eld value at Mn nuclei does not exceed 8 T and diers from the value H eff = 17.3 T for the cubic manganese antimonide mentioned above.
For the purpose of this work we prepared the 
